The reverse turn, involving four consecutive amino acids, as a tertiary conformation in globular proteins is defined in terms of dihedral angles, the Ci... C.C4 distance and the 0 ... H-N4 hydrogen bond distance. In seven proteins we find 125 examples of turns, comprising 33% of the amino acids in these proteins, as compared with 34% of the residues forming helices and only 17% forming 3-sheets. The amino-acid compositions of turns, helices, and ,8-sheets are analyzed in some detail. We find Asn and Gly mainly in turns, Pro in turns (and at the beginning of helices), and Glu in helices. In these turns a statistical survey indicates that 19% of Asp residues are in the first position, 33% of Pro residues are in the second position, 24% of Asn residues are in the third position, and 26% of Trp residues are in the fourth position.
Even though it has been 13 years since the first structure of a globular protein was determined to atomic resolution, we still do not know h9w the amino-acid sequence helps to determine the tertiary structure of a protein. However, the characterization by Venkatachalam (1) of the types of turns in polypeptide chains may aid in making predictions about the structure of proteins. These conformations, which we will call reverse turns, involve a nearly 1800 reversal of the peptide chain with a hydrogen bond between the CO group of residue i and the NH group of residue i + 3. One turn thus comprises four amino-acid residues and therefore contains a large amount of structural information in a short region of the polypeptide chain. When we analyzed the atomic coordinates of seven globular proteins, we found that a third of the amino-acid residues lie in turns. Moreover, about 50% of certain residues, such as Asn, Gly and Pro, are found in turns, and these residues have a low frequency of occurrence in helices or g-sheets. In the first section of this paper we describe certain criteria for the reverse turn and give a usable definition of it. In the second section we analyze the aminoacid composition of turns, helices, and sheets in globular proteins.
Reverse turns
Venkatachalam studied the general conformations of three linked peptide units having hydrogen bonding between the first and third units. He found three general types-one helical and two nonhelical. The helical type, which he called type III, is part of a 31o helix, while the nonhelical types, type I and type II, involve a reversal in the direction of the peptide chain. As can be seen from the schematic drawings in Fig. 1 , types I and II are related by a 1800 twist in the second peptide unit. The three types are characterized by the dihedral angles of the second and third residues. A listing of the allowed angles in the order (4)2, 2; '3), 413 ) is given in ref. 1; they are around (-60°,,-30°; -90°, 00) for type I, (-600, 1200; 800, 0°) for type II, and (-60°, -30°; -60°, -300) for type III. Sign-reverses of these angles are also allowed configurations, which are denoted I', II', and III'.
As Fig. 1 is drawn, the four C atoms appear to be in the same plane. Indeed, if CO of peptide group 1 and NH of group 3 all lay in the same plane, then the two pairs of Ca's at either end of these groups would be coplanar. Actually, in the "ideal"
examples of types I and II', where (4), 3)3 = -900, 0°, peptide group 2 and peptide group 3 are perpendicular to one another. Then, in order for group 1 to be coplanar with group 3, it also must be perpendicular to the central peptide group 2 and would have (4), )2 ' 0°, -90°. But this is in a disallowed region of the (4, ) map. In reality, the conformation about C2a is adjusted either so that (4), 0)2 __ -A60, -30 (Type I) which makes peptide group 1 mostly above the plane of C2a -C " -C4", if viewed as in Fig. 1 II', or in both the C2c. and C3" positions for types I' and III'. Also type I must not have Pro in the C3" position.
In order to find reverse turns, we analyzed on a computer the coordinates of seven proteins: carboxypeptidase A (2), a-chymotrypsin (3, 4) , ribonuclease-S (5, 6), lysozyme (7, and D. C. Phillips, personal communication), myoglobin (8), Tyr-Gly-Lys-Gly His-Pro-Gly-Gly Gln-Ala-Gly-Gly Glu-Leu-Ser-Lys Leu-Ser-Lys -Thr *See Table 1 Table 2 .
As can be seen from Tables 1 and 2 (14), trypsin inhibitor (15), insulin (16) , and papain (17) ] for which published data exist on their amino-acid sequence, position of helices, and position of ,-sheets (see Table 3 ). From these data we determined the amino-acid composition of the #-sheets and the helices. The data for helices are divided into the first three residues, called the N-helix, the middle residues, called the M-helix, and the last three residues, called the C-helix. We determined the composition of turns as shown in Table 2 . In Table 4 we give the percentage composition of amino acids in each of the three conformations and in Table 5 We present the percentage distribution of each amino acid among the three conformations. Except for the absence of Pro in the C-helix, all of the amino acids are found in each of the three conformations (Table 4) . However, each conformation is more likely to be composed of certain amino acids. The turn has a large number of residues having small side chains, both hydrophobic and hydrophilic. The middle helix is made up mainly of the aliphatic hydrocarbon side chains while the beginning of the helix has more acidic hydrophilic groups and the end of the helix has more basic hydrophilic groups. The aliphatic hydrocarbon side chains are also prevalent in the p3-sheet.
The results in Table 4 can be misleading because some amino acids occur much more frequently in proteins than others. Hence the distribution of each amino acid among the three conformations (Table 5a ) is more important for our understanding of where turns, helices and sheets exist. The question is, given a certain amino acid in a chain, what is the probability that the amino acid will be found in a turn, or a helix, or a sheet? In Table 5b we summarize the preferred conformation for various amino acids. Another approach (18) , which also removes the problem of the variable frequency of occurrence of the different amino acids, is to normalize each value in Tables 4 and 5, by dividing  values in each row of Table 4 by the total values given in the last column, and by dividing the values in each column of Table 5 by the bottom row values. This normalization reduces both tables to the same values. When the normalized probability -is 1.0, there is no preference; when it is greater than 1.0 there is a positive preference and conversely. Such an analysis (18) of six proteins for ,B-sheets and helices (where only residues shown as forming hydrogen-bonds on hydrogenbond maps and having dihedral angles near those required for the respective conformations were used), gave essentially Trp prefers the fourth position (25.9%). Five Asn residues occur in the third position of type II or the second or third positions of types I' and III', which require a conformation similar to that of the left-handed alpha helix. It has been known for some time that polymers of aspartic acid derivatives can form left-handed helices. Examination of the dihedral angle data from the first six proteins listed in Table 2 has shown that 15% of all Asn residues fall in this conformational region. Also, as predicted, Gly is found in the third position of type II turns 10 out of 15 times, in the second position in all 4 of the type II' turns, and in either the second or the third position of type I' or III' 4 out of 12 times.
These percentages for individual amino-acid preferences are no doubt too low to be of strong predictive value. Probabilities of consecutive sequences may be more helpful for predicting the position of turns. However, if a turn is required by association of larger units, the results described here may be of some value in suggesting where in a short stretch of amino acids this turn will be.
